
Founded in 1995, HASCOS Inc. has served many famous 

celebrity makeup artists.

We are proud of our uncompromising principles of using 

only the best quality materials and striving for accurate 

colors to deliver delicate colorful makeup. 

Over the past 17 years, we have been manufacturing 

the finest makeup products and accessories that 

satisfies the makeup artists needs and expectations 

based on our own knowhow and sincere collaboration 

with them. Recently, as the quality of our products has 

been recognized by many SNS users, not just celebrities 

but also the general customers are influenced by our 

products. 

The Courcelles line is made with a mixture of natural and 

high-tech materials. By increasing the natural properties, 

we aim to develop items that have calming, soothing 

and relaxing effect, in addition to nutritional to skin.  

HASCOS learns from the nature and persistently seeks 

eco-friendly materials for skin. We are dedicated to 

making the most essential and safe artists items and 

pursing our vision to be always an honest and reliable 

partner to our customers. 

To the 
Beautiful You

BICHE BALM / B.B CREAM

Transparent and glowing skin all day long Try Biche Balm’s fresh and transparent skin expression, as if a 

makeup artist does it for you.

Beta glucan property in Biche Balm helps skin regeneration, and arginine, a natural amino acid, stimulates collagen 

activity and controls PH level in your skin. They help creating healthy and vibrant skin all day long while keeping the 

perfect balance between oil and water ratio in the skin. Your skin will feel comfortable and smooth even after application 

of makeup,  

Excellent skin correction on the first base. Applicable for various skin type and good for mixing with other foundation.

Color (30ML, 50ML)  
· #01 Light beige/ light-medium color skin tone (for #22 and #22) 

· #03 Dark beige/ dark (women)-medium (men) skin tone.
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MAKE UP BASE

Simple and sensitive make-

up base, that makes you feel 

so refreshed and vibrant like a 

clean and shiny morning.

This transparent peach color 

makeup base will give extra 

brightness to your skin. 

Arginine, a natural amino acid, 

stimulates collagen activity and 

controls PH level in your skin, 

helping to create healthy and 

vibrant skin all day long, while the sugarcane extract and natural 

moisturizing ingredients protect your skin. 

The peach pink color absorbs in the skin quickly and tones up the 

skin with extra brightness and hydration.  

It is one of our popular items favored by many professional 

makeup artists. 

Color (50ML, 100ML)  
· Transparent Peach 

CONCEALER PENCIL

Courcelles concealer ranked 

No. 1 in a blind test, sponsored 

by a beauty channel, of 30 top 

concealer products among the 

professional makeup artists, and 

ranked No. 2 among the general 

public.

The concealer pencil loved by 

many make-up artists in Korea has 

neat sliding texture that absorbs 

smoothly in the skin and covers 

dark spots and flows of your skin with light touch.

Application on the lip lines will add volume effectively. 

Try the new skin tone this concealer creates with fine microscopic 

particles. 

Coming in 3 colors: light beige, medium beige and dark beige Good 

to all skin types 

Color (1.83Gr)  
· #706 Light Beige /Light skin. Popular for bride makeup

· #707 Beige / Medium-dark skin tone

· #708 Dark Beige / Dark skin tone or men’s general skin tone 

MAKE UP BRUSH

Elasticity of the fiber_  The 

prefect length and cut of the hair 

favored by the makeup artiest the 

most will retain its elasticity and 

diffuse finely-textured makeup all 

over the skin with a sliding effect.

Grex, thickness of the fiber_ Less 

than 0.10 pi fine synthetic hair 

created by Courcelle’s knowhow 

Seamless brushing effect even with 

cream, gel  or power type makeup 

products. 

Width of the opening_ The wide width of the brush can reduce 

the fatigue on artists’ hand and help their completion of makeup 

more quickly.

Specifications_ Approximately 50 kinds’ makeup brushes fitting 

for each makeup type.

LIQUID FOUNDATION

Fluid texture makes you feel 

fresh and gives you smooth 

coverage.

The natural transparent touch 

emphasizes your own beauty, as 

it looks like your own skin. 

An ideal choice for the makeup 

artists when they mix foundations 

of different textures and colors. 

I t  g ives a perfect balance of 

moisture and oil, letting the natural skin breathe while keeping it 

moisturized all day long.

Water, sweat and oil-resistant.

Color (30ML, 50ML)  
· #100 White Pink Foundation / Very light color skin tone. For ultra 

bright color expression & highlight

· #101 White Pink Foundation/ Light color skin tone. Use it alone 

for skin tone that requires brightness

· #200 Light Beige Foundation/ Medium-light skin tone 

· #300 Beige Foundation / Medium skin tone

· #500 Dark Beige Foundation / Dark skin or for men. Good for 

bridge froom makeup




